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Field-dependent vortex pinning strength in a periodic array of antidots

A. V. Silhanek, S. Raedts, M. Lange, and V. V. Moshchalkov
Laboratorium voor Vaste-Stoffysica en Magnetisme, K.U. Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200D, B-3001 Leuven, Belgium

~Received 15 September 2002; published 24 February 2003!

We explore the dynamic response of vortex lines in a Pb thin film with a periodic array of antidots by means
of ac-susceptibility measurements. For low drive field amplitudes, within the Campbell regime, vortex motion
is of intravalley type and the penetration depth is related to the curvature of the pinning potential wella. For
dc fields below the first matching fieldH1 , a reaches its highest value associated with a Mott insulator like
phase where vortex lines are strongly localized at the pinning sites. ForH1,Hdc,H2, the response is mainly
due to the interstitial vortices anda drops to smaller values as expected for this metallic like regime. Strik-
ingly, for H2,Hdc,H3, we observe thata reduces further down. However, forH3,Hdc,H4, a reentrance
in the pinning strength is observed, due to a specific configuration of the flux-line lattice which strongly
restricts the mobility of vortices. We present a possible explanation for the measureda(Hdc) dependence based
on the different flux-line lattice configurations.
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Aligned linear defects strongly influence the static a
dynamic behavior of vortex lines in the mixed state. It h
been extensively demonstrated that the introduction of
lumnar defects by heavy-ions irradiation gives rise to sev
vortex phases and a considerable enhancement of the cr
current.1,2 Theoretically, the expected vortex behavior shou
change significantly when the number of vortices exce
the number of columnar defects. However, the disorder in
randomly distributed pinning sites together with the pinni
energy dispersion of the tracks lead to the appearanc
matching effects as washed out transitions or just barely
fined crossovers.3 In contrast to that, the introduction of na
noengineered periodic arrays of artificial pinning cente
where both topological and energetic disorder are abs
provides an ideal model system to explore the matching t
sitions and study the ‘‘zoology’’ of the vortex lattic
configurations.4

In superconductors with periodic pinning arrays~PPA’s!
the pinning properties are considerably improved at the
plied fieldHdc5H1, where the density of vortices equals th
density of pins.4 This behavior is also present at higher co
mensurability fieldsHn5nH1, with n an integer number
However, the enhanced pinning progressively diminis
with increasing field since the vortex-vortex interaction b
comes more relevant. An additional field dependence of
critical current arises due to rearrangements of the vo
lattice configuration itself.4

Most of these vortex configurations have been direc
imaged by Lorentz and scanning Hall probe microscopie5,6

and Bitter decoration.7 However, none of these technique
allow one to extract the pinning potential depth. In order
do that, it is necessary to use indirect techniques like tra
port, dc magnetization or ac susceptibility. In transport a
dc-magnetization measurements, the system is driven ou
equilibrium, thus allowing the determination of critical cu
rents and pinning strength of a moving flux-line latti
~FLL!, distinct of that observed by means of vortex imagi
techniques. In contrast, low amplitude ac-susceptibility m
surements permit oneto probe the effective pinning potentia
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without modifying the vortex distribution, thus making pos-
sible a direct correlation between FLL images and the
served dynamical response.

Indeed, several theoretical and experimental works8,9 in-
dicate that the ac response of a system with unidirectio
defects exhibits, for small values of the alternating field dr
hac , a linear behavior characterized by an ac-susceptibilitx
independent ofhac and a very small dissipation. In this re
gime, known as theCampbell regime,10 where vortices os-
cillate inside the pinning centers, it is possible to estim
quantitatively the strength of the pinning potential by analy
ing the field dependence of the ac susceptibility.

In this work, we present measurements of the ac susc
tibility x5x81 ix9 of a Pb thin film with a square periodi
array of holes~antidots!. We mainly concentrate on the linea
regime where vortex displacement never surpasses the
ning range and the technique can be thought of as a pas
nondestructive method to measure the pinning poten
From the field dependence of the ac-penetration depthl, we
determine the curvature of the pinning potential wella for
different matching fields. This allows us to estimate quan
tatively the pinning potential for each specific vortex co
figuration. In particular, we show that the strength of t
effective pinning potential exhibits a reentrant behavior
H3,Hdc,H4, where vortex mobility is strongly restricted

The studied sample was a 50-nm-thick Pb film of recta
gular shape (1.833 mm), with a square antidot lattice o
period d51 mm, which corresponds to the first matchin
field H15F0 /d2520.7 Oe, withF0 the superconducting
flux quantum. The antidots have a square shape with a
b50.25mm. The maximum numberns of flux quanta that
an antidot can hold is approximately given byns
'b/4j(T),11 wherej(T) is the superconducting coherenc
length. For most of our samples we have estimatedj(0)
'38 nm and considering the usual Ginzburg-Landau te
perature dependence we obtainns'0.6 forT56 K, the low-
est temperature studied. Thus we rule out the possibility
multiquanta occupation in a single hole.

The film was electron beam evaporated in a molecu
beam epitaxy apparatus onto liquid-nitrogen-cooled S2
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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substrates with a predefined resist-dot pattern and after
resist was removed in a lift-off procedure, the sample w
covered with a protective Ge layer of 20 nm.4 The sample
hasTc57.2 K with a transition width of 0.2 K, forHdc50
andhac50.5 Oe. The ac measurements were carried out
commercial Quantum Design PPMS device with drive fie
amplitudeshac ranging from 88 mOe to 10 Oe, and the fr
quencyf from 10 Hz to 15 kHz. In all cases, the data we
normalized by the same factor corresponding to a total s
Dx851, with Hdc50.

In order to identify the linear regime, we performed
series of measurements ofx5x81 ix9 as a function of the
ac excitation hac for several temperatures at fixedf
53837 Hz andHdc520.7 Oe. In Fig. 1 we show one o
these measurements forT56.4 K. The Campbell regime is
characterized by a change in the magnetizationdM5xhac
proportional tohac together with a scarce dissipation. W
observe thatxhac departs from a linear response athac
;1 Oe. We also note that while in the linear regime t
dissipation is negligible, an increase in the ac losses app
at the onset of nonlinearity. As we will show below, th
range of ac fields wherex9;0, is a reliable criteria to de
termine the range of the validity of the linear regime.

An alternative way for determining the Campbell regim
comes from the study of higher components ofx. Indeed,
nonlinearities should manifest themselves as higher harm
ics xm with m being an odd number.12 We confirm this by
measuring up to nine components ofx. We find that for the
lowest hac , xm'0 for m.1, while for hac.1 Oe, xmÞ0
for m53, 5, 7, and 9. The acquisition of these compone
allows us to build the magnetization curve as a function
hac for two extreme excitationshac at T57 K and Hdc
510 Oe, as is shown in the inset of Fig. 1. We clearly o
serve that forhac50.09 Oe the response is Meissner-like a
almost free of dissipation (x9'0). In contrast, forhac
53 Oe the response can be satisfactorily described using

FIG. 1. Drive dependence ofdM5xhac at the first matching
field H1 , T56.4 K, andf 53837 Hz. The arrows indicate the ons
of the nonlinear regime. The inset shows the normalized magn
zation derived from several harmonicsxn for two extreme ampli-
tudes hac50.09 Oe ~filled symbols! and hac53 Oe ~open sym-
bols!, at T57 K.
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Bean critical state model and the losses, given by the are
the loop, are no longer small. According to the Bean mo
for a disk of radiusR and thicknessd, the saturation magne
tization Msat is related to the characteristic penetration fie
Hp , throughHp53Msatd/2R.12 For the data showed in th
inset of Fig. 1, 4pMsat;1400 Oe and thus 2Hp;1.6 Oe, in
good agreement with the field needed to invert the criti
state profile.

Since the limits of the linear regime are determin
mainly by the strength of the pinning sites, it is expected t
the range in which this regime exists decreases with b
field and temperature for a fixedhac . This behavior becomes
evident in Fig. 2, where the out-of-phase componentx9 ~up-
per panel! and the in-phase componentx8 ~lower panel! are
shown as a function of the scaled fieldHdc /H1 for two val-
ues ofhac at T57 K.

For small amplitudes (hac50.09 Oe), and for 0,Hdc
,H1 a high screening and very small losses are observ
However, forHdc.H1, the screening exhibits an overall de
crease together with a sequence of minima atHdc5Hn
caused by local depressions in the losses. This behavior
be understood within a scenario based on the picture of
tices oscillating inside their pinning sites, without large e
cursions. Indeed, at the commensurability fields, where
effective pinning is maximum, a higher screening and a
duction of dissipation due to the more confined movemen
vortices, is expected.

On the other hand, athac51 Oe, deep within the critica

ti-

FIG. 2. Field dependence of the ac susceptibilityx5x81 ix9
components forhac50.09 Oe~filled circles! andhac51 Oe ~open
circles! at T57 K. In the upper panel is also shownx9 for T
56.5 and 6.8 K, athac50.09 Oe.
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state, the response is remarkably different. Although the lo
dips atHdc5Hn in the screening curve are still present, no
these minima are accompanied by a corresponding pea
the losses. This is a fingerprint of the critical state regime13

At this high amplitude value, vortices are no longer localiz
in small pinning valleys, but instead they can travel larg
distances~intervalley motion!. As we pointed out above, in
this regime, losses are given by the area of
Mhac-hysteresis loop~see inset of Fig. 1! whose width is
determined by the critical current of the system. AtHdc
5Hn , the critical current reaches a maximum and theref
also the losses are maximized, as is indeed observed in
experiments. Based on the previous analysis we will adop
a conservative and safe criterion to ensure a linear reg
the limit of the usedHdc range, to the zone wherex9
,0.01.

In the upper panel of Fig. 2 we have also includ
x9(Hdc) curves forT56.8 K and 6.5 K, athac50.09 Oe.
As expected, we find that with decreasingT, the range where
the system is free of dissipation, becomes broader. In par
lar, atT56.5 K, the losses are negligible for the whole fie
range studied.

From now on, we will concentrate on the field depe
dence ofx in the linear regime forhac50.09 Oe, at two
different temperatures,T56.5 and 6.8 K. In this regime, th
ac magnetic response is determined by the complex pen
tion depth l(B;Hdc ,T, f )5lR1 il I . For ideal systems
without dissipation,l is real andx950. However, dissipa-
tion leads to ax9Þ0 and a ratioe5l I /lR , although small,
is finite. According to Ref. 14,x8 is solely determined byl
and the sample geometry throughx'211(n

20@cn /(Ln

1w)#, wherew5C/l2, C is a constant depending on th
sample shape, andLn andcn are real numbers. We can inve
this equation in order to computel from our x data, as
described in Ref. 15.

For our experimental conditionse!1 andl2'lR
2(B,T)

5lL
2(T)1lC

2 (B,T), where lL(T) and lC(B,T)
5ABF0/4pa are the London and Campbell penetrati
depths, respectively. The Labusch constanta represents the
curvature of the pinning well assumed to be parabolic
small displacements.

Figure 3 showslR
2 as a function of the reduced fiel

Hdc /H1 for T56.5 K. The most evident feature of this fig
ure is that for well defined field ranges (0<Hn21,Hdc

,Hn<H5), lR
2 follows a linear field dependence,lR

2

}B/an , in agreement with the Campbell regime scena
with a Labusch parameteran clearly depending on the field
range. This is one of the main results of this work. The sa
behavior is observed atT56.8 K ~see upper inset of Fig. 3!
although, as we previously noticed, the linear regime is
this case, constrained toHdc,H3.

Since at Hdc50, lR
25lL

2(T)5lL
2(0)/(12t), where t

5T/Tc , using the data of Fig. 3 we can easily estimate
London penetration depth atT50. The absolute value
lL(0)'52 nm so obtained, turns out to be relatively close
the accepted valuelL(0)'47 nm.16

In all cases,l,1mm, and therefore the penetration of th
compressional vortex waves involves just a few units cells
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the antidots array from the sample border. As soon as a
vortex configuration develops right after a commensurabi
field Hn , with a consequent change in the average pinn
strength, it will be simultaneously detected in the a
susceptibility response. Since our field step is 1 Oe, the d
sity of the new developing FLL configuration is high enou
to record a sharp change atHn .

How actually the new vortex configuration penetrate in
sample with PPA has been a matter of controversy during
last years.17,18 Cooley and Grishin17 have shown that in a
one-dimensional system with PPA, a terraced flux profi
should be established. In our system~thin films!, due to the
small gradient in the flux profile, a single terrace critical sta
is expected. According to this model, increasing the fi
beyondHn , leads to the motion of the new vortex config
ration towards the center of the sample. Since we are sen
the magnetic response at the sample border, the saml2

should be measured asHdc increases and therefore no fie
dependence should be observed. This is in sharp con
with our observations. Instead of that, we argue that for e
applied field a mixture of the patterns corresponding to
nearby matching fields distributes in the whole sample18

Within this scenario,a so obtained results from an averag
of the different pinning potentials associated with each ex
ing vortex configurations.

In the lower inset of Fig. 3 we show a zoom of the sam
data as in the main panel, forHdc,H2. We observe that for
Hdc,H1, where vortices are strongly pinned by the antido
a is larger than forHdc.H1 where caged interstitial vorti-
ces, much weaker pinned and with higher mobility, domin
the ac response. The Labusch parameter obtained from t
slopes is summarized in Fig. 4 for all fields studied. T
sketches of different stable vortex configuration according
previous vortex imaging experiments5 and simulations,19 are
also shown.

Since forHdc.H2 the entity which responds to the exte
nal ac excitation is no longer a well identified single vorte
but a complex movement involving all interstitial vortices
a unit cell, the interpretation of the ac susceptibility for the

FIG. 3. Field dependence oflR
2 at T56.5 K ~main panel! and

T56.8 K ~upper left inset!, for hac50.09 Oe. The lower right inse
shows a low field zoom of the main panel data. The horizontal
vertical units in the insets are the same used in the main panel.
lines are guide to the eye.
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higher fields becomes more puzzling. For instance, atHdc
5H2, vortices start to form interstitial dimers which ca
adopt two different orientations separated by a small en
getic barrier. When the drive field is applied, a libration
motion of the vortex pairs is excited. Since the observ
Labusch parameter is even smaller than forHdc,H2 we
argue that this motion permits~in average! larger excursions
of the vortex lines than the movement of single interstit
vortices at the samehac .

For fields higher thanH3, the unit-cell motif consisting of
a rhombic configuration, loses the rotational degree of fr
dom and consequently, a reentrance ofa(Hdc) is observed.
On top of that, because of the system is now changing fr
a phase with higher mobility to another phase with low
mobility, the density of the new unit-cell motif needed f
significantly change the measureda should be larger. As a
consequence, the transition does not occur exactly atH3 but
a field slightly higher, as we indeed observe.

For fieldsHdc.H4, vortices in a unit cell distribute form
ing a square arrangement where the rotational degree of
dom is recovered, thus giving rise to an easy libratio
movement and a lower average pinning potential. At fie
higher than the fifth matching condition nonlinearities d
velop and no reliable Labusch constants can be determi
It is important to stress that the linear dependence oflR

2 with

FIG. 4. Field dependence of the Labusch parametera in units of
its maximum valueamax at T56.5 K. The sketches represent th
different stable vortex configurations where empty antidots
drawn as open circles, occupied antidots as big filled circles
interstitial vortices as small filled circles.
d
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field for Hdc.H2 is a highly nontrivial result. Clearly, the
complex mechanisms involved during the ac excitation
serves further experimental and theoretical investigation.

In general, the main trends shown in Fig. 4 are similar
those reported in simulation studies made recently by Re
hardtet al.20 In that work, the authors determine the depe
dence of the critical depinning force, as a function
Hdc /H1 for a system with a square pinning array. In agre
ment with our experimental observations they find a serie
roughly constant plateaus of decreasing value. However,
like the Labusch constant, the depinning force density a
the critical current depend on the depth of the pinning pot
tial ~rather than its curvature! as well as the FLL configura
tion, and therefore this analogy should not be pushed too
Essentially transport and ac-measurements in the linear
gime are not directly comparable.

Finally, it is worth noting that in similar studies performe
in high-temperature superconductors with columnar defe
introduced by irradiation,9 the change in the slope at the fir
matching condition turned out to be a blur crossover with
onset aroundH1/2, presumably due to the topological an
energetic disorder of these defects.3 In those studies a field
dependent Labusch parameter was found forHdc.H1/2, as
a result of both, a disordered state where a single unit
motif cannot be identified, and the lattice interactions wh
the system approaches to the collective regime. In our s
tem with PPA where vortices of same species have the s
surrounding, the regimes are connected by abrupt transit
anda remains constant for the low fields studied.

In summary, we have used the ac-susceptibility techni
as a nondisturbing tool for determining the influence of t
vortex lattice arrangement in the averaged pinning stren
We have estimated quantitatively the value of these effec
pinning potentials for several stable vortex configuratio
This powerful method has the main advantage of an e
extension to different systems with periodic pinning arr
and the possibility of a direct comparison of the pinni
energies found from different experiments.
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